
A Q-methodology approach to 
understanding causes and drivers

of wildfires in Crete, Greece

Analytical themes

To structure our understanding of conflict over wildfire management 
discourses and create statements we focus on the causes and drivers of 

wildfires over four different themes. 

Q-Statements with z-scores: 
This plot shows statement z-scores ordered by distinguishing statements

at the top, and consensus statements towards the bottom. Filled markers indicate that the statement
is distinguishing for this particular statement. The wider the horizontal gap is between markers indicate

increased disagreement, whereas markers that are closer together indicate agreement.

Introduction

The attitudes and perceptions of key stakeholders can influence wildfire management policy and outcomes1. Identifying 
commonalities and differences in the views of a range of stakeholders can unravel the challenges involved in wildfire 
management and support the development of effective wildfire policy.

We choose Crete, Greece as our case study as to exemplify a typical Mediterranean landscape facing increasing wildfire risk2 but 
also as there are competing incentives amongst experts and stakeholders with varying and divergent views on the causes 
and drivers of wildfires.
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BRIDGING SCALES AND PERSPECTIVES

Q-Methodology (Q)

Seeks to understand and quantify an individual’s self-perception by categorising their beliefs, opinions and attitudes3. 
Participants were intentionally selected based on their knowledge and relevance to the problem under consideration and were 
presented with a series of statements and asked to rank from ‘Most Representative’ to ‘Least Representative’. Rankings are 
then reduced using PCA to a set of statements that represent common perspectives knows as factors.

Q-SORTING ANALYSIS

PCA

Factor statistics (n = number of flagged participants with significant loadings)

Results
We identified 4 factors and labelled 
accordingly 

Participant viewpoints are shaped by 
affiliation as opposed to actor 
groupings (Expert-Stakeholder)

Statements of consensus and 
disagreements provides entry points for 
conflict resolution and highlights the 
degree of common sentiments

All experts and stakeholders 
unanimously agreed that fire 
suppression is not the only effective 
management strategy to manage 
wildfires (S4)

There was general consensus on the 
socio-economic drivers of wildfire 
events, with all respondents agreeing 
that unregulated urbanisation of 
wildland areas has led to increased 
wildfire risk (S29)

Principle Component Analysis

Conclusion and Discussion

Across the 4 factors we find overall a strong emphasis 
placed on the socio-economic and political analytical 
themes. 

Some factors are dominated by particular affiliations 
whereas others were varied e.g F2heterogeneous     v F1homogenous

Some factors (Pro-Government  ) displayed contrasting 
views and a lack of willingness to collaborate relative to 
the majority (Holistic Managers  Institutional Reformers  ) 

Despite the contrast- there is some common ground that 
decision makers can use to engage in a process of 
shared learning and minimise conflict-maximise 
collaboration. 

The consensus statements can be used to facilitate 
discussion and offer a pathway to potential solutions and 
progression towards a common goal.

New management strategies for wildfires are likely to be 
better received when tailored and developed considering 
the perceptions of experts and stakeholders 4.
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